In this brief note I try to give a simple example of where physical intuition about a collection of interacting qubits can lead to the construction of "natural" versions of what are, generically, quite abstract mathematical objects -in this case graph invariants.
. Two non-isomorphic ten vertex graphs
In this note I'll be considering graph invariants. These are properties of the graph, such as number of vertices, number of edges or degrees of vertices mentioned above, which are relatively easy to compute and which must be the same if the two graphs are the same. That is, if we compute the graph invariants for two graphs and they are different we know for sure that the graphs are different; if they're the same we have learned nothing.
A common way of encoding a graph is through its adjacency matrix -a real symmetric matrix with a 1 at position (i, j) if vertex i is connected to vertex j and a zero otherwise. For example the adjacency matrices of the two graphs in Given the adjacency matrices G 1 , G 2 of two graphs, we rephrase the problem of deciding whether the two graphs are isomorphic, as the question as to whether there exists a permutation matrix σ such that σ T G 2 σ = G 1 . A more sophisticated graph invariant than those mentioned above consists of the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix. That is, if the eigenvalues of G 2 are different from those of G 1 , then G 1 and G 2 are definitely not isomorphic. This is because the eigenvalues of σ T G 2 σ are solutions to the equation det(σ T G 2 σ−λI) = 0. Since σ T σ = I, and det(AB) = det(BA), this becomes det(σ
; the latter is the eigenvalue equation for G 2 . Hence applying a permutation to a matrix doesn't change its eigenvalue equation.
Spectral graph theory is the area of mathematics devoted to analyzing graphs through the eigenvalue spectra of their adjacency matrix; whole books have been written on the subject [1] . As with any graph invariants however, there exist annoying non-isomorphic graphs which are not distinguished by them. The two 5-vertex graphs A and B of Fig. 2 and Eq. (1) . are an example, they both have the eigenvalues {−2, [0] 3 , 2}. (Obviously these two graphs could be distinguished by other means!) What I will explain later on, is that if we have a 5-dimensional adjacency matrix G, and from its elements we construct the 10-dimensional symmetric matrix
then the eigenvalues of this larger matrix are a graph invariant, and in fact are a more powerful invariant than those of the original matrix G. If we take the two adjacency matrices A, B of Eq. (1) and use Eq. (2) to construct A (2) and B (2) , what I will call their level 2 matrices, then we find that the eigenvalues of
The fact these eigenvalues are different proves the non-isomorphism of the two graphs 1 All this is not particularly useful unless we know how to find level 2 matrices for graphs with more than 5 vertices! It turns out we can, and they are always 1 It is interesting to note that, since the G ij 's are all equal to 1 or 0, the level 2 matrix of Eq. (2) is itself the adjacency matrix of a graph. The graphs of Fig. 1 . are in fact the graphs of A (2) and B (2) . Note that this means we can use the whole machinery already developed for the spectral graph theory of adjacency matrices for analysing these higher level matrices.
Using
is the column of I N which contains i. The (i, j)'th element of the level 2 matrix for a graph G is then given by
where δ denotes the usual kronecker delta function. This all seems, on the face of it, a little unlikely. So now for the physics which underlies the construction of the G
matrices, and which in fact shows us how to construct level n matrices G (n) (with each value of n giving a stronger invariant than the preceding one) up to level n = ⌊ N 2 ⌋. We begin by considering N interacting qubits (two-level atoms say), each of ground state |0 and excited state |1 with transition frequency ω 0 . Assume they are interacting via an (excitation-)exchange Hamiltonian, but that qubit i only interacts with qubit j if vertices i and j are connected in the graph G. The generic interaction Hamiltonian is of the form:
Here
is the raising(lowering) operator for qubit i, and i ∼ j means vertex i is connected to vertex j in G. g is a coupling constant, which we take to be equal for all interacting qubits (the "small sample" or "long wavelength" limit for atomic spectroscopists), and we normalize it to 1.
The number of possible states of the N qubits is 2 N . For our purposes we will label the states by which qubits are excited (in the state |1 ). For example the 5 qubit state |0 ⊗ |1 ⊗ |0 ⊗ |0 ⊗ |1 will be labelled simply as |25 , which is a "bi-exciton" state. The nature of the Hamiltonian (5) is such that its matrix elements between states with a different number of excited qubits are always 0; e.g. 23|H int (G)|134 = 0 regardless of N . This is because the interaction conserves excitation -if one qubit goes "up", the other must come "down". Furthermore, it is clear from the form of (5), that even if the two states have the same number of excited qubits, the matrix element of H int (G) can only be non-zero if the two states have a different amount of excitation in one, and only one, pair of qubits.
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Consider the subset of states which contain only one excited qubit: |1 , |2 , . . . , |N . If we write the matrix for H int (G) using this subset of states, we find precisely the adjacency matrix of G. The eigenvalues of this matrix tell us at which energies we would see absorption lines if we shone appropriate light at our qubit cluster. (Since we have considered just the interaction Hamiltonian, these eigenvalues are strictly speaking the shifts from ω 0 of the energy levels). Now, thinking physically, its obvious that the order in which some human experimenter chooses to label the atoms is irrelevant to the energy shifts she will see. In other words, these energy shifts form a graph invariant (as we know).
The level 2 matrices discussed above are simply the matrices for what a spectroscopist would call the "bi-exciton" energy manifold. That is, we look at the subset of states for which two atoms are excited: |12 , |13 , . . . , |1N , |23 , . . . , |2N , . . . , |(N − 1)N . These form the second submatrix of H int (G). Once again it is physically obvious that the way we relabel the atoms cannot affect the physical properties we observe, and thus the eigenvalues of this matrix also form a graph invariant.
The main purpose of this short note is to point out that any physical quantity we can compute for this hypothetical cluster of qubits, for which its intuitively obvious the labelling order is irrelevant, forms a graph invariant. This includes the emission spectrum, the absorption spectrum, total transition rates from a given exciton manifold to the one below it, the average amount of pairwise entanglement when the atoms sit in a thermal bath, and so on. What is interesting about these other possibilities, is that they naturally incorporate the eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix, something which from my (admittedly very brief) reading of the graph theory literature appear to be somewhat underexploited.
Finally I should mention that graph theorists sometimes use a slightly different matrix for encoding graphs, known as the Laplacian matrix. This is essentially the adjacency matrix on the off-diagonal elements, but now with non-zero 2 In general H int (G) is block diagonal, with each block corresponding to a different exciton level (number of excited qubits) n. Each block is a N n × N n matrix whose eigenvalues form a graph invariant. In abstract terms, the level n matrix G (n) can be constructed by indexing each row and each column of the matrix by an n-tuple of integers chosen from 1, . . . , N . Denote the n-tuple corresponding to row/column i by S i . The element G diagonal elements whose magnitudes reflect the degree of that vertex. Studying the eigenvalues and other properties of these matrices seems to also be quite popular. In the quantum mechanical picture I'm advocating here, the Laplacian matrix arises when we use not just the interaction Hamiltonian, but an appropriately chosen "free" Hamiltonian as well. Similar constructions to those above yield "higher level" Laplacian matrices, and once again they can form stronger invariants than the simple, level one, standard Laplacian matrix.
I expect that in fact physicists stand to gain more from learning some spectral graph theory, than mathematicians stand gain from learning some physics. For example, the automorphism groups of a graph, which are much studied by mathematicians, would seem to be directly related to certain optical properties of the emission spectra. However the purpose of this note is to give physicists some feeling of how physical intuition can lead to natural invariants of abstract mathematical structures. The most famous (but vastly more complicated) example of this is of course Ed Witten's construction of knot invariants by considering an appropriate conformal field theory.
